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General 

The plan for this investigation was to try to investigate as many of the haunted sites around Turville as 

we could. This would certainly include Churchfield Wood and Dolesden Lane both of which required 

the teams to walk about four kilometres of which about a kilometre was uphill and in some places quite 

steeply uphill. Due to the nature of the terrain it was decided to split into two teams with one walking 

up the steep hill through Churchfield Wood and the other walking a short distance of just 0.6 

kilometres along a flat route from a parking place at the top of the hill into the wood. This allowed the 

less able members of LPS to still investigate the wood (this latter team also included able members). 

Churchfield Wood 

Background 

The ghost of the poisoner Mary Blandy has been seen riding her white horse in Churchfield Wood. 

Mary was a regular visitor to Turville Court, which lies at the top of the hill next to the wood, and the 

wood itself must have been a favourite spot for a ride. Mary is also said to haunt Dolesden Farm at 

Turville and the village roads around. For a detailed account of Mary Blandy see the last section of this 

report. 

General 

The night was a windy one with patchy cloud and a full moon. Within the woods there was little wind 

but in exposed areas (the approach path to the woods from Holloway Lane) the wind was strong and 

cold. Within the woods there was slight traffic noise from the M40 to the northeast by north. In 

addition there was the fairly constant sound of rustling leaves and falling leaves and twigs. 

Pre-Vigil 

The two teams for this part of the investigation were Bill, Andy and Nathan in Team 1 and Steph, 

Marion, Sam, Sarah, Elaine and Dee in Team 2 (an all male team and an all female team). Team 1 

walked up the hill whilst Team 2 drove up to a parking area at the top of Dolesden Lane (Summer 

Heath) and walked into the wood from there. The paths taken by the two teams are shown by the →→→→ for 

Team 1 with the start being marked by the  and the →→→→ for Team 2’s path with the start being marked 

by the  on the plan on page 4. 

As Dee was getting into Sarah’s car, she was suddenly aware of a very strong smell of burning. She 

couldn’t pinpoint where it was coming from, but it was a very strong smell more like wood smoke than, 

say, cigarette smoke. Dee was concerned, as she thought maybe something was burning in – or near – 

the car, but Sarah said that she could not smell it. To Dee, the smell was incredibly strong and only 

dissipated once they started to drive away. Dee thought it was worth making a note of the experience, 

though she did not note the time. 

Vigil 1 – 21:35 to 22:10 

For the first vigil Team 1 positioned themselves about a quarter of the way along the path through the 

wood as shown by the  on the plan on page 4. Andy positioned himself lower down the hill, Nathan 
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in the middle and Bill higher up the hill. Nathan chose to climb up through the undergrowth to the 

south of the path and noted in that position that the conditions were mild with light to no breeze. 

Nathan noted the temperature at approximately +10ºC. 

During this initial vigil Team 2 were still making their way to the vigil site at the top of the hill. Bill did 

attempt to contact them by radio and phone but reception was very poor and contact was almost 

impossible. Bill moved further up the hill and did eventually manage to contact Team 2 but not until he 

was within a hundred meters of the top.  

Unfortunately Team 2 had missed the turning to the woods at the top of the hill so Bill gave them 

directions over the radio then walked up to Turville Court to meet them. 

21:55 Andy records that Bill has gone to look for the other team. Andy and Nathan are staying at the 

location to do a vigil. 

During the vigil Nathan noted that pattering sounds were heard from the bushes directly behind him 

which could have been birds/animals. 

22:10 At around this time Nathan reported a sound which was heard in the distance like something 

cracking as if a rock or stone had been thrown against a wall. 

As Team 2 walked down the lane they realised that they had gone the wrong way, as Elaine was 

walking back up Dolesden Lane she heard a woman say “Boo!” in her right ear. 

Pre-Vigil 

While Bill was talking with Team 2 about the plans for their first vigil, Dee heard a very clear voice to 

her left that made the sound “muh-muh” as though someone was stammering slightly at the beginning 

of an ‘M’ word. At the time Elaine was standing to Dee’s left, with Sam standing to Elaine’s left. Once 

Bill stopped talking a minute or so later, Dee asked Sam if she had started to say something. Sam 

confirmed that she hadn’t said anything, and neither had Elaine (as both had been listening to Bill). Dee 

noted the incident, though did not make a record of the time. 

Vigil 2 – 22:10 to 22:50 

Once in the woods Team 2 separated to do a vigil. For the second vigil Bill moved slightly back down 

the hill to the point marked  on the plan on page 4. He positioned himself two metres south of the 

path between the path and the edge of the wood and facing north. 

The remainder of Team 1 (Andy and Nathan) moved further up the hill into a more open area. Nathan 

noted that he and Andy moved on from the foot of the hill and started to work their way up to rejoin 

Bill at the halfway stage. He and Andy would stop at a couple of places before they arrived at Bill’s 

location along the way up with Nathan taking pictures on the way. 

Team 2 decided to conduct the vigil together in a circle in the area near some fallen logs in the vicinity 

of where Dee had heard the strange voice some minutes before. The teams position is shown by the  

on the plan on page 4. Dee is positioned with her back to the large log facing the northeast trail down 

which Bill had gone. 

Dee’s initial feelings: somewhat apprehensive, as she is aware of feeling ‘watched’ and is beginning to 

hear sounds and the occasional murmur. She places her digital voice recorder next to Steph’s in the 

centre of the circle on top of Steph’s bag. 

Bill notes that there are lots of crunching noises coming from the wood. 
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Dee noted that the conditions were cool-to-cold; clear sky with very bright full moon; intermittent 

strong breeze; slight forest mist formed later; damp forest air and condensation of one’s breath visible. 

The ambient sounds included wind in the trees (not constant, rather intermittent); distant traffic; 

occasional aircraft; occasional deer barking; other team members shifting weight, using equipment etc. 

22:10 Bill managed to contact Andy by radio and suggested he and Nathan move slightly further up 

the hill and do another vigil. As he was radioing Andy, Bill looked round and saw a muntjac 

walking along the edge of the wood coming from the east and about five metres away. The deer 

stopped for a few seconds and looked towards Bill then it walked off to the west. 

22:13 Bill sees a large red patch on the path to the west-southwest. 

22:16 Sam heard a heavy breathing to her right. 

22:20 Team 2 start their vigil. 

22:22 Elaine’s knees go warm. 

22:24 Sarah and Steph hear a voice come from a little way outside the circle to the south/southeast. 

 Sam heard a rumble coming from her left; she actually thought it was Marion’s stomach until 

Marion also said she had heard it in the same direction between her and Sam. 

22:25 The remainder of Team 1 (Andy and Nathan) relocate further up the hill into a more open area 

and start their vigil. 

 Sam reported that a shadow was seen to walk from Marion around Sam to Elaine and continued 

to walk to a nearby tree then disappeared. 

22:26 Bill sets up his video camera with extra infrared light source facing northwest by north directly 

across the path and into the wood and the edge of the hill. 

 Elaine gets the impression of people sitting around a campfire and wants to sing “Ging Gang 

Goolie”, Elaine gets the giggles. 

 Dee notes the sound of a distant deer barking. 

 Marion had just asked for protection for the group and hears a low throaty growl behind Sarah. 

She knows that this is her spirit guard, a huge gorgeous dog. The fact that ‘Bonny’ was already 

there suggested to Marion that someone not very nice was around. 

 Marion’s spirit dog is called Bonny because the first time she saw this dog she said “what a 

gorgeous dog” and heard a man’s broad Scottish voice say “aye, he’s a bonny dog”. 

22:29 Bill sees a shadow like a line cross the path in a patch of moonlight to the northeast. 

The shadow had a dark left edge becoming transparent, so that the moonlight became 

visible, to the right of the shadow as shown in the drawing on the right. 

 Steph gets the feeling of a woman around the group. She has long dark hair, dressed in white 

and she is small. 

 Dee is severely startled when she sees a shadow at her right shoulder, which moves behind her 

with the movement of her as she turns to try to see what it is. Dee wonders what the temperature 

is and Steph takes the reading. The base temperature reading to Dee’s right is recorded as +6ºC. 
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22:30 Andy and Nathan can hear what sounds like animal noises coming near to them. 

 Marion sees a small dot of white light over Dee’s head. 

22:32 Bill measures the temperature at +5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +11.7ºC on his 

compass/thermometer. The latter is attached to his coat so it does not record the ambient 

temperature but will show any local changes in temperature. 

 Marion’s watch suddenly starts flashing from 10:32 to 9:24. It did this for a couple of minutes 

and Marion had a job resetting it. 

22:35 Marion begins to call out. 

 Andy and Nathan hear a sound that occurs at intervals of thirty seconds or so, which is always 

the same. Nathan suggested that this could be the trunks of the trees moving against the 

protective coverings that most trees have around them. 

22:36 Elaine sees a shadow (a little bit shorter that Marion) standing between Steph and Dee. 

22:37 Marion sees the pale shadow of a female behind Elaine. She isn’t a child but is less than 1.5 

metres tall. She stood very straight in the manner of a woman. She was sideways on as if she 

was walking past from the direction of the entrance to the wood. She wore a plain linen cap that 

came to chin level with none of her hair showing and a long sleeved pinky-brown jacket which 

seemed to be of coarse linen as well, a country working dress. 

22:38 Bill starts a visualisation session (allowing his mind to drift and see what images occur). 

 Elaine sees a flash of white light in the bushes to Marion’s left. 

 Further investigation of the noises noted by Andy and Nathan at 22:30 confirmed that some of 

this sound was being created by the wind blowing onto the young trees which are encased in 

some form of protective covering. When the wind blows it moves the tree which in turn rubs on 

the casing.   

22:39 Elaine hears footsteps behind her. 

22:40 Dee hears distinct ‘footsteps’ behind Steph (southeast). 

22:41 Steph hears soft whispering from a west-southwest direction. She notes it sounded female. 

 Dee sees the shadow behind her again. 

 Sam heard a faint murmur coming from Sarah’s direction who was sitting to her right. 

 Marion picks up Susan. 

22:42 Dee hears a little fairly high-pitched moan. 

 Something tugged the back of Sam’s coat, near the bottom of her spine, twice. 

22:45 Steph hears an ‘ooo’ sound. 

 Elaine hears footsteps to her right and sees the shadow of a man. 

 Dee and several others (if not all), hear a distinct and clear breathy voice make a “hooo” sound 

several paces outside the circle behind Dee and Steph (southeast). 

 Andy and Nathan end their vigil and decide to move further up the hill nearer to the other 

teams. 
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 Sam heard a ‘whhoooo’ noise behind Dee. 

22:46 Steph hears a noise in front of her (to Elaine’s right) which sounded like something hitting the 

leaves on the floor twice. 

 Dee hears footfalls next to Elaine (to her right, which is approximately north). 

22:47 Bill ends his visualisation session with no results. 

 Dee hears movement while she is calling out but is unable to pinpoint its source. 

22:48 Elaine sees a man standing between the trees behind Dee and Sarah. 

 Sarah reports feeling a gentle poke near her hood in seeming response to Marion calling out. 

 Unfortunately while in the process of moving to a new location, Andy and Nathan stumble 

across Bill who is still conducting a vigil. 

22:49 Sarah’s camera switches off with no obvious explanation. 

22:50 Steph hears whispering behind her. 

Post-Vigil 

Just after the vigil ended, whispering is heard and seems to be coming from a southerly direction a few 

feet outside the circle behind Dee and Steph. 

22:52 Marion’s chin and right side of her face are itching 

22:53 Marion hears two “clomps” to her right (north). 

Vigil 3 – 23:00 to 23:44 

During the second vigil Team 2 had experienced various things just to the left of the footpath from 

Turville Court and within the wood. Andy and Bill set up there video cameras to record Team 2 who 

sat in a circle in the same area. Bill’s camera was facing east-northeast whilst Andy is positioned about 

five metres from him to the northeast by north. Nathan stands just south of Team 2 then moves to the 

edge of the wood again to the south of Team 2. He positioned himself at the top of the area next to the 

fencing that backed onto a field. Nathan noted that there was light on the horizon which emanated from 

a house which he later passed along the walk away from the wood (Turville Court). The positions of 

the teams are shown on the plan on the top of the next page. 

Bill notes that there are lots of patches of moonlight in this part of the wood and that they move around 

as the trees move. This makes it very difficult to spot light anomalies. 

Dee’s initial feelings are somewhat apprehensive, as she is aware of feeling ‘watched’ and is beginning 

to hear sounds and the occasional murmur. This time she places her digital voice recorder on the log 

directly behind her (outside the circle) and a few paces in front of Andy, who is positioned several 

paces further back. 

23:05 Andy asks Bill for a pen as his has failed (the cartridge has come out). In addition he places his 

EMF meter near to Team 2. 

 Elaine gets the name Charlotte. 

23:11 Nathan heard noises from a tree to his left which could be wildlife movement. Animal noises 

were also heard coming from across the field possibly from a farm nearby (sheep/cows). 
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23:13 Movement behind Elaine (north). 

23:14 Sam says she can see something standing between Bill and Nathan. Steph looks round and 

thinks it looks like a dog sitting close to Nathan.  

 Sam saw a shadow between Nathan and Bill; it looked like a small dog or possibly a child but it 

was too dark to make out what it was.  

 Steph hears a repeated soft ‘ooo ooo’ to the southeast. 

 Marion sees a large flash of white light in the branches of the tree above. 

23:15 Dee hears light murmurs to her right (south) beyond the circle. She wonders if it is Nathan and 

Bill talking, as Bill moved from his position to where Nathan was standing out on the road.  

Dee then hears another clear high-pitched “muh-muh” murmur as before coming from just past 

Steph to the east 

23:18 Dee suddenly senses a white horse. 

 Marion sees Bill standing by the tree to her left (southwest). She sees a white shadow 1 to 1.2 

metres high pass from left to right behind Bill (as she looks at him). It is not directly behind Bill 

but near the group of trees about five metres away. 

23:19 Steph is feeling intense pressure in her minds eye. 

 Elaine hears footsteps behind her. 

 Dee ‘hears’ a woman’s voice in her mind that says: “It’s not white, it’s grey”. Dee gets the 

chills. The voice was very well-spoken. 
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 Andy hears four footsteps behind him like someone walking, but he can see no one. 

23:20 Nathan noticed that a particular tree lowered its branches very slowly and then slowly returned 

back to there normal height. There was very little wind at this location. 

 Noises such as deer were heard in the distance of the wood, which must have been picked up by 

all group members. 

23:21 Sam heard a horse’s breath from its nostrils from behind Dee. 

23:22 Bill measures the temperature at +4 to +4.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +10.4ºC on 

his compass/thermometer. 

 Dee hears “Henley” and is not sure if it’s the nearby town being referred to, or someone’s name. 

 Andy gets the impression of a large axe flying across the wooded area in front of him and 

landing in his forehead.    

23:23 Bill hears a sound like the distant voices of children coming from the east by south. The sound 

lasted a few seconds and did not come from the team or Nathan as Bill heard him cough at the 

same time. 

 Dee hears what sounds like a horse blowing just beyond Steph to the east. This is also heard by 

other members. 

23:24 Dee feels light-headed and somewhat dizzy. She senses people drinking. Drinking is significant. 

 Marion asks what the horse’s name is (that Dee has just picked up) and hears the reply “Dobbin 

a gentle giant, I loved him dearly”. 

 Marion asks her guide Michael if he can bring Susan to speak to her. He replies ‘No she doesn’t 

want to come, she doesn’t feel good enough’. 
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23:25 Steph feels like she is trying to remember a long name and like it’s on the tip of her tongue but 

she can’t get it. It’s something like Esmeralda or Marmaduke.  

23:26 Bill briefly sees a small patch of light behind Andy. Bill had the impression it was his side of 

Andy and on the other side of a tree that was between him and Andy and closer to Andy. 

 Elaine gets the impression of a young girl, she has mousey blonde hair, it is tied up at the back 

with a lace band and a little boy with brown hair who is wearing a long sleeved shirt and braces, 

the shirt looked too big for him. 

 Dee suddenly feels like she has just ‘woken up’, and hadn’t realised that she had ‘drifted off’ 

into a different state.  Everything now feels much clearer. 

23:30 Dee hears movement beyond Steph to the east again. 

 Andy has to change his disc for a new one on his camcorder. While Andy is doing this there is 

the loud sound of wood hitting wood behind him. 

23:31 Andy hears the sound of a deer barking nearby. 

23:34 Steph hears a loud moan coming from behind Sarah (to the north-northeast). Other members of 

the séance also hear this. 

 Dee notes a loud high-pitched “aah” moan near Sarah (to Dee’s left, roughly west). 

23:35 Dee asks why the woman is here and Steph gets ‘alone’ in her head.  

 Nathan hears further cracking noises which stemmed distantly from within the wood. 

23:36 Dee ‘hears’ “abandoned”. 

 Marion gets the words lonely place. “They didn’t want me”.  When Sam asks why, Marion gets 

the reply “They wanted a boy”. 

 Marion tells Susan she IS good enough, she is as good as anyone else and as good as anyone 

here. 

23:38 Dee becomes upset, as she feels that there is something around her neck. She undoes her coat 

and hoodie believing that there might be an insect crawling on her neck, but nothing is found 

and the feeling intensifies into an uncomfortable tightness. Dee’s voice is affected. She asks for 

the feeling to be taken off her and it begins to abate slightly. 

 Marion feels like crying, she also asks Dee if she feels like crying as Dee has just said that her 

throat was tight. Dee said yes she feels like crying. 

23:41 Marion hears a girls heartbreaking cry “mama mam” as if she is lost and frightened. It came 

from behind Marion towards the entrance to the wood. This upset Marion and she asked the girl 

what happened and gets the reply “I died”. 

23:43 Dee notes that the feeling around her neck is easing off. She hears the phrase “innocent but not 

innocent”. 

Post-Vigil 

Andy does not experience anything paranormal during the group vigil. It is possible that either Nathan 

or Bill was walking behind him at some point and the knock on wood could have been wood falling 

onto wood. The axe could have just been a thought caused by being in a wooded location. (Editor’s 
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Note: Neither Bill nor Nathan walked behind Andy during the vigil. Nathan remained in the area of the 

south side of the wood, to Andy’s right, and Bill did walk over to him at one point to discuss what was 

going on as it was Nathan’s first investigation. Nathan did walk west along the edge of the wood later 

in the vigil and would have been to the southwest of Andy [behind and to his right] and about fifteen 

metres away at one point as shown in the drawing on page 7). 

Continually throughout Vigil 3 Sam wanted to sing “Ring a Ring o’ Roses”. 

Sam commented to the team that she could see someone sitting next to Bill during the best part of the 

vigil. She assumed it was Nathan as this person looked like they were interacting with Bill but a few 

members of Team 2 commented that it couldn’t have been Nathan as he was and had been behind a tree 

out of Sam’s line of sight for most of the vigil and Andy was to Sam’s right. She reports that she didn’t 

know who it was she saw. 

Dolesden Lane 

Background 

The ghost of Mary Blandy is said to walk the steep road which runs down to Dolesden Farm. One 

witness was pushing his bicycle along the road when he saw someone approaching. It was a bright, 

moonlit night and he could clearly see that she was wearing old-fashioned clothes. As she approached 

he could hear the rustle of her skirt. Not wanting to frighten her, as it was late at night, he walked past 

her without acknowledging that she was there. As they passed he thought that it might have been 

reassuring for her if he had raised his cap and wished her goodnight. He turned round but there was no 

one there, yet he could still hear the rustling of her skirt. 

She was also seen by two other residents of Turville on a dark night. A man and his wife were walking 

down the lane when they saw ‘something' pass them by and they could hear the rustling of a silk dress. 

They turned to see what it was but there was nothing there. 

General 

For this part of the investigation the teams were changed with Steph joining Team 1 to walk back to 

Turville along Dolesden Lane. Dee and Sarah had to leave the investigation due to work commitments 

whilst Elaine, Sam and Marion returned by car to Turville. 

Investigation 

Team 1 walked down Dolesden Lane until just after Dolesden Farm then turned north-northeast to 

follow the Chiltern Way back into Turville as shown on the plan on page 4. 

Nothing significant was noted during the walk by any of the team members. 

Nathan noted that very little noise could be heard during the descent of the lane and conditions were 

mild still with a clear bright sky. An occasional vehicle passed us by, including the departure of the 

other group members from where we had left them at the top of the wood. 

Post-Investigation 

Andy has no paranormal activity on film. An orb caught on a photograph featuring Bill turns out to be 

nothing more than moisture. Sound Recordings are still to be checked at this time. 
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At the time of writing, Dee has not yet managed to listen to her voice recordings, so is not able to say 

whether any of the sounds that were heard during both vigils were picked up on the recordings, or 

whether any EVPs are present. She will submit any potential evidence in due course. 

During the vigil Nathan took various 

photographs of which one is reproduced on the 

right which was taken at 21:54. 

Nathan notes that from the pictures taken via 

digital camera, (nine at this stage), it appears 

that most captured normal surroundings without 

any distortion or imbalance. The shot taken at 

21:54 has a white smoke effect stemming from 

the bottom left of the frame, unlike any similar 

taken shots at that location. 

Nathan was careful not to expel air from 

breathing as and when he took pictures, 

therefore this was not caused by this. The area 

was otherwise clear and there were mild air 

conditions. (Editor’s Note: One thing that was noted by several team members during the investigation 

was that the air at times was quite misty, this was definitely noted by Bill and Steph who had observed 

the fields below the wood being swathed in mist close to the wood before the investigation started. As 

there was little wind in the woods and a lot of vegetation it is likely that there would be patches of 

moisture which would be easily picked up by a camera flash and which would appear as orbs). 

Nathan also noted that a strange noise effect was picked up on the dictaphone he was using during the 

first vigil, which did not seem consistent with 

the rest of the recording. “Sharp gust of wind 

sound”) 

At 22:41 Nathan recorded on his dictaphone that 

sounds such as crows/birds have been heard into 

the distant wood. 

One of Nathan’s photographs taken at 22:54 

towards the top of the hill shows the moist 

conditions within the wood, this photograph is 

reproduced on the left. 

Nathan notes that his pictures taken from Bill’s 

vigil location and as we walked up the hill show 

multiple occurrences of spheres, some close 

range and brighter, others randomly positioned either high up in the frame and of all shapes, sizes and 

brightness. Again, he was careful not to expel air from breathing as and when he took pictures. 

Editor’s Note: These ‘orbs’ are evidence of the misty nature of the atmosphere within the wood. 
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Mary Blandy 
Mary Blandy was born in 1720 and lived in Henley where her father, Francis, was a solicitor and Town 

Clerk. A busy and prosperous man he wanted his daughter to have a successful marriage and made no 

attempt to dispel rumours that his daughter was worth £30,000 if he died. In the summer of 1746 Mary 

and her parents were invited to dinner at Paradise House, the home of General Mark Kerr. There they 

met Captain William Henry Cranstuon and Mary was instantly attracted to him. To the Blandy's he was 

highly eligible despite the fact that he had a roving eye, he was short, had freckled and pitted skin and 

‘clumsy legs'. What did that matter, seeing as he was the fifth son of a Scots peer, Lord Cranstoun. 

In the summer of 1747 Cranstoun openly declared his love for Mary and her parents welcomed him 

with open arms. Soon after a letter arrived telling Mr. Blandy that Cranstoun was already married and 

had been since 1744. Attempts to get the marriage annulled failed and Cranstoun was forced to pay his 

wife an annuity, a secret he kept to himself. Mr. Blandy was furious but Mary and her mother believed 

Cranstoun when he said there would soon be an annulment. In September 1749 Mrs. Blandy died and 

Mr. Blandy became increasingly hostile towards Cranstoun. 

At that time Cranstoun told Mary that there was a wise woman he knew in Scotland who could supply 

‘love powders' that would make her father more amenable. At first Mary had her doubts until 

Cranstoun put some powder in her father's tea and he turned from his previous angry state to one of 

good cheer. 

In 1754 Cranstoun returned to Scotland and sent Mary some powders to give to her father. This she did 

and he soon became very ill with pain and sickness. Their maid happened to taste a cup of tea intended 

for Mr. Blandy and was ill for a week afterwards. On 5th August 1751 Mary gave her father some gruel 

and he became so ill that they had to call out the apothecary. The next day she gave him more gruel and 

the same thing happened again. A charwoman who ate some of it became violently sick. 

By now the cook and maid were suspicious of what was going and when they examined the gruel pan 

they found it contained a gritty substance. Mary's uncle was informed of their suspicions and they also 

told Mr. Blandy that they thought he was being poisoned, never-the-less he still drank the tea Mary 

gave him complaining it had a gritty taste. Mary became suspicious that she was being watched and 

tried to burn Cranstoun's letters and the packets she had received on the fire, but the quick-witted maid 

rescued a paper packet containing a white substance. 

Mr. Blandy died on 14th August 1751. Mary was arrested and on 29th February 1752 she was tried for 

murder. She was found guilty and hung on 6th April 1752 protesting her innocence to the end. Was 

Mary guilty and if not how could she not have realised that she was killing her father? Cranstoun did 

not escape as he contracted an illness that caused his body to swell to enormous size and he died in 

Furness on 2nd December 1752 in agony. 
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Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC  

Dictaphone: Sanyo TRC-525M 

EMF meter: K-II  

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Bill Digital Camera: Samsung PL81 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR90E 

CCTV Camera: LYD-804C (as infrared source) 

EMF Detector: Hutech 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: CHY 110 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Li-ion Battery: Mingtongda T-1248A 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Steph Digital Camera: Olympus µ Digital 600 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Elaine Digital Camera: Kodak C913 

Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Marion Digital Camera: Samsung L313 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-2100PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Dee Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-5500PC 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Sarah Digital Camera: Sony DSC-H50 

Digital Camcorder: Sony Handycam DCR-SR55E 

Video IR Light: Sony HVL-IRM 

Notepad & pen, torch and watch 

Sam Digital Camera: Vivitar Vivicam 8600 

Nathan Digital Camera: HP Photosmart R707 

Dictaphone: Olympus Pearlcorder S925 


